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Our country has survived sudden great battles, sneak attacks thrust upon us like Pearl Harbor, 
and desperate wars such as the revolutionary war, and World War II, when for a time, victory 
remained in serious doubt. And like World War I, Korean and Vietnam Wars, politicians 
shrugged off victory as never being a real goal. 9-1-1 Terrorists’ strikes upon our homeland filled 
our nation with a wrathful lust for justice, quenchable only by the blood of our enemies. And 
now, 22 years have passed and most of our troops home; nearly 8,000 have died. A common 
sentiment amongst veterans: glass the place if they get out of hand again.  

America can take hard punches—well over a million of our military men and women met their 
deaths in war and service to our country. America strikes a fierce, deadly, lasting blow. Then 
goes home. We don’t want their land.  

Other calamities have played their roles and presented a desperate need to discover the enemy at 
fault. Fighting an ideology is difficult, even discovering who the real attacker was, but not 
impossible.  

We have our own problems to deal with. Weather, tornadoes, hurricanes and towering waves 
have slammed our shores, and earthquakes and fire-storms have destroyed our cities and killed 
our citizens.  

What of China’s pandemic raging out of control in our own homeland and around the world? 
What if a million countrymen fell ill and hundreds of thousands died? We already know what it 
is like when 9-1-1 rings but doesn’t answers—or worst, refuses to come. What of or firefighters 
who are threatened and attacked by citizens? And rogue governments defunding police and 
hiring social workers to respond to calls; who will surely die.  

Should Biden win the presidency he cannot govern. It is common knowledge that he is well into 
Alzheimer’s disease and demonstrates the sadness of that truth when the DNC permits a public 
viewing of him. So I ask, who would govern in his place? They’re likely the same firmly in 
control of the DNC now.  

When they destroy the country to rebuild it as a utopia of their dreams, what then? Will the 
militia rise up? Rumors whispered— the militia was in the hills—and they-say our subs might be 
deep off our coasts, somewhere, searching for who caused it all. What if starvation crawls the 
land, and store shelves are raked clean, and parks are bulldozed with long pits with dark mounds 
of red clay awaiting shovels that never come?  

What if your ammo cache were too low to deal with scroungers and stalkers at night, but 
plentiful sharp reports from rifles and ￼handguns fired at night till daylight, and automatic 
weapons do their thing...and you realize your defense would fail, and wonder if the pandemic 
will ever end—or our constitution ever restored? Could you protect family till then, and will you 
wonder how it all began? 


